EVALUATION OF FELLOW PRESENTATION OF CASE MANAGEMENT
(DIRECT OBSERVATION OF A FELLOW)

FELLOW: ___________________________ DATE OF PRESENTATION: ____________

1. Patient care as presented:
   a. Does the fellow present a complete history? _________________________
   b. Does the fellow present a relevant physical exam? ______________________
   c. Does the fellow articulate an understanding of why which laboratory and
      radiographic studies were done? ________________________________
      When more than one test is possible, does the fellow explain how the test was
      chosen? ______________________________________________________
   d. Does the presentation of the possible diagnoses include a thoughtful
      differential diagnosis? _________________________________________
      Does the differential diagnosis reflect knowledge of rank ordering as a basis
      for minimizing overuse of resources? ______________________________
   e. Does the approach to the management take into account
      i. The child's age? _____________________________________________
      ii. The parent's responses? ______________________________________
      iii. A weighing of alternatives? _________________________________
      iv. Cost? ______________________________________________________
   f. Does the presentation include plans for long-term follow-up? __________

2. Medical Knowledge
   a. Is there any evidence that supportive basic science was included? ______
   b. Is there any evidence that supportive clinical science was included? ______

3. Practice-Based Learning
   Does the presentation confirm that the fellow was able to locate, appraise, and
   assimilate evidence from scientific studies to make decisions? ______________

4. Systems-Based Practice
   Does the presentation confirm that the fellow was able to understand how the
   patient care fit into the larger system of health care? ______________________

5. Overall Impression (include areas of strength and areas that need improvement)